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Computer-generated animations have become a commonly employed medium to communicate architectural designs and projects. Because
designers of animations are not constrained by real-world conditions and do not share the rich history of film, they do not readily benefit
from the body of cinematographic techniques that filmmakers can draw upon. Specialists argue that this results in unappealing, lackluster
animations that could be vastly improved by the application of filmmakers’ craft knowledge. The aim of this study was to identify which
aspects of film craft show the most promise by systematically examining the use of cinematographic techniques in animations and their
effects on viewers’ evaluations. Our analysis of award-winning architectural animations established average shot length as a reliable and
valid predictor for determining participants’ judgments of salience, vividness, and diversity. A shorter average shot length resulted in more
favorable ratings, while longer shot rates led to the opposite outcome. We consider these findings from a broader filmic perspective and
discuss them in light of their usefulness for designers and the field.
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Introduction

generated imagery. He argued that filmmakers have the advantage
of being able to point their cameras at real-world events, and thus
implicitly captured in the resulting film many of the constraints
on object construction, appearance, and behavior that our visual
systems might make use of. Computer-generated imagery, on the
other hand, had no such constraints—within the confines of the
given technology, anything could be portrayed according to any
rule (for discussion, see May, Dean, & Barnard, 2003). Adding
the time dimension meant that designers of animations were
confronted with a whole new set of problems that filmmakers did
not have. The work of the animator is less a recording of events
as they unfold (however elaborately staged these may be) but a
simultaneous creation and portrayal of these events, where no
formal, physically-determined standards exist. In comparison,
film as a medium has been in existence for over a hundred years,
and filmmakers have amassed a well defined set of “rules” that

In recent years, advances in 3D computer modeling and animation
and the growing availability of commercial software geared for
these applications have led to the widespread adoption of computergenerated animations among architects wishing to communicate
their designs. Although their use has become commonplace,
computer-generated animations are a relatively new resource for
the representation of architecture, and therefore architects and
designers still lack the experience to exhibit buildings through
moving images (Alvarado, Castillo, Márquez, & Mayorga, 2005).
Moreover, as the software tools commonly used in the making of
these animations are targeted for generic use, they do not possess
specific aids for architectural visualizations (Alvarado & Isorna,
2004). Specialists have lamented the lack of sophistication in the
way these animations are presented, stating that they are usually
straightforward and uninspired tours of buildings without much
appeal—while examples that do not follow this trend exist, they
are the exception rather than the rule (Alvarado & Isorna, 2004;
Alvarado et al., 2005; Knox, 2005; Ng, Schnabel, & Kvan, 2006;
Wiedmer, Agotai, Lenzin, & Kempter, 2006). In an attempt to
remedy these shortcomings, these authors shift their attention
to traditional film in general, and to specific cinematographic
techniques in particular, as a promising source of inspiration.
Indeed, the value of applying an analysis of film to animation
was recognized by Hochberg (1986), who promoted the study of
film techniques to aid the then emerging technology of computer-
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these deficiencies by doing two things: 1) providing an analysis
of the cinematographic techniques employed in architectural
animations based on objective, comparable measures, and 2)
systematically examining their effects on viewers’ judgments of
the animations.

govern the proper use of cinematic techniques (Bordwell &
Thomson, 2004; Monaco, 2000). They have learned through
one century of experimentation what forms of dynamic scenes
are easily comprehended by their viewers and which are not. In
the process, film has acquired a language of its own, a so-called
“film grammar” which embodies this extensive corpus of craft
knowledge. Because much of the filmmaking advice is directed
toward rapidly and succinctly conveying narrative information or
on leading the viewer to infer motive and intention, it is difficult
to extrapolate the craft knowledge therein to the more abstract
motives at play in architectural animations. Nevertheless, attempts
have been made to distill this film grammar into recommendations
that can be applied to the various stages of architectural animation
production (Alvarado, et al., 2005; Alvarado & Isorna, 2004;
Knox, 2005; Ng et al., 2006; Wiedmer et al., 2006). These studies
have, for the most part, focused on certain aspects of films or on
specific cinematic techniques and attempted to reproduce these
in the animation domain. However, the case-by-case approach
taken by these authors to transfer knowledge between the domains
lacks insights that can be readily generalized, making the (at times
anecdotal) advice offered difficult to justify. While this has been
recognized as a problem (Alvarado et al., 2005), more strikingly,
there exists no objective measure with which the results of the
application of these techniques can be validated. Although
subjective judgments by the designers of the resulting animations
may point to an improvement over “non cinematic” animations, no
systematic links to actual perception and assessment by the viewer
can be established with this method. This study seeks to correct for

Analyzing Cinematographic Techniques
Alvarado and Isorna (2004) performed a comparative analysis of
various scenes depicting architecture from eight classic movies,
six documentaries on buildings, and seven award-winning
animations. They examined the productions at three levels of film
grammar: the framing or composition of the image, the nature
of the particular camera shots and camera movements that were
used, and the editing or montage of these shots to a coherent
whole. With this information, the authors constructed detailed
two-dimensional plans of the structures that were portrayed,
noting points of views and detailing camera motion and flightpaths through and around the buildings. Unsurprisingly, they
discovered that movies employed far more cinematographic
techniques than animations: much more attention was paid to the
careful composition of each shot and the rhythmic pace of the
presentation was determined by strategically placed cuts between
shots. On the other hand, animations tend to make more use of
tracking shots than movies or documentaries, where the camera is
continuously displaced in relation to the line of sight, for example
during a fly-through of a room. They also featured less cuts than
the films in the same timeframes, resulting in a longer average
shot length than films.
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Because the sample size was limited to only seven
animations, it is hard to gauge the external validity of these
findings. However, they are interesting to note, because they
offer valuable clues for further research. The current study
attempts to achieve a high ecological validity by including a
larger sample of animations in the analysis. Because extensive
dissections of cinematographic techniques, such as Alvarado and
Isorna’s (2004), can lead to a large body of conclusions with
varying degrees of precision, it was our decision to focus on
concrete, objective measures that enable ready comparisons.
Thus, we decided against performing the analysis of framing
and composition for each single shot, which are both often
dependent on artistic cues that are neither obvious nor accessible
to objective, reliable examination. Instead, we shift our attention to
relevant, cinematographically influenced technical aspects whose
observation produces low to nonexistent margins of error; these
are total length of the animation, total number of shots, average
shot length, total length of tracking shots (camera displacements),
and the duration of tracking shots as a percentage of the entire
animation. Although we sacrifice the richness of information
that could be gained by employing more exhaustive, qualitative
methods, the advantages to our approach are evident and
compelling: all of our selected properties can either be assessed
quite easily and reliably by a trained eye, or computed from the
other properties (and in the case of total length simply taken note
of), and their notation in discrete units (e.g., seconds or percent)
allows instant comparability.
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Measuring Viewers’ Judgments

another” (p. 361). While this definition complicates objectivity for
vividness, the distinction between the two aspects is a useful one.
It is reasonable to assume that the influence of these factors leads
to noticeable differences in the animations that can be measured
in their reception and appraisal by viewers.
A further aspect of importance in connection with
animations is their purported veracity in portraying the project or
building in question. While it is seldom the only goal of designers
to show as realistically accurate a model of whatever it is they
are animating, common sense dictates that this facet probably
receives more attention when brought in conjunction with sales
purposes.
To sum up, we use these various dimensions to define
the criteria for evaluating the “success” or effectiveness of
animations. These criteria, in turn, guide the construction of a
measuring instrument for determining participants’ evaluations of
the animations.

To assess the effects of the properties on the judgments of viewers,
it is first necessary to define meaningful criteria by which the
animations should be assessed. Ideally, these criteria should be
informed by the intended purpose for which the animations were
created. This, however, can be difficult to determine. The reason
becomes clear when we compare the application areas of the
two domains: in their most common form, films usually serve a
narrative and/or an entertainment purpose, filtered by commercial
and artistic interests. On the other hand, a variety of competing
influences enlightens the production of architectural animations.
Animations can be made to demonstrate certain design aspects of
a structure, persuade the purchase or use of a building, summarize
a whole project, express the capabilities of a digital model, the
working team and/or the client, and so on (Alvarado et al., 2005).
Despite this apparent wealth of design purposes, some common
ground can be found in what animations should achieve in most, if
not all, of these situations. Because persuading interested parties
to purchase a building is both a compelling and common use of
architectural animations, we used this as a guiding scenario for
the formulation of our key criteria. This scenario possesses some
obvious parallels to advertising, with television advertisements in
particular sharing some of the challenges animations face when
trying to solicit business and influence purchasing behavior.
In this sense, research from that field can prove to be useful
in informing what criteria are most adequate as measures for
successful animations.
In their analysis of the effects of video montage on the
appeal and persuasiveness of television advertisements, Larsen,
Wright, and Hergert (2004) proposed that responses to complex
stimuli were mediated by two factors: boredom and confusion.
Their experiment could find some evidence for their hypothesis:
the number of cuts in an advertisement had an influence on
viewers’ reports of boredom and confusion—however, the
effects did not always point in the expected direction. Of more
immediate interest to our discussion is that they found evidence
for the validity of these two proposed dimensions in the
answers of the participants. Based on these findings, boredom
and confusion seem to be promising concepts that, in our case,
could be adapted to function as variables for gauging viewers’
judgments of animations. However, considering the broad nature
of these concepts, it is likely that they lack the precision to
adequately capture viewers’ reactions to the intricacies inherent in
the abstractness of architectural animations. Also, because of the
wide range of intents and purposes that animations must serve, we
feel that more dimensions are needed to account for these aspects
(even if our focus rests on the sales scenario for the time being).
Kardes (2002) mentions salience and vividness as attributes
of stimuli which can be instrumental in guiding the attention of
consumers. Salient information stands out from a particular context
or background, whereas vivid information always stands out,
regardless of the context in which it is perceived. Vivid information
is “emotionally interesting, concrete, and image-provoking, and
has immediate or direct implications for the decision maker” and
as such “stimuli that are vivid to one individual may not be vivid to
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Experiment 1
Method
Participants
Forty undergraduate psychology students at the University of
Basel participated in the experiment. The sample consisted of 26
females (M = 20.2 years, SD = 2.4; range = 18-26) and 14 males
(M = 23.1 years, SD = 2.9; range = 20-27). Participants received
course credit for their participation.

Stimuli
Twenty computer generated architectural animations were
chosen as stimuli from the Animago DVDs (Digital Production
GmbH, 2002, 2004, 2005). The Animago Award is a highly
regarded contest for digital content creation in German-speaking
Europe with contestants taking part from all over the world,
and DVDs featuring some of the best award-winning material
are released yearly. Key criteria for inclusion in the study were
perceived technical quality, creativity, and realism. These criteria
were informed by various aspects, including (but not limited
to) the level of sophistication and detail of the 3D models, the
originality of the presentation, and a general overall impression of
accomplishment and excellence. These criteria were judged based
on subjective impressions of the authors. Our selection aimed
to maximize representativeness and ecological validity. For this
reason, the 20 animations that were included covered a broad
range of thematic content, depicting various kinds and styles of
architecture, from old cathedrals to contemporary shopping malls
and office complexes. Despite the heterogeneous nature of the
content and the wealth of styles, the selection process achieved
a level of consistency on the technical level by eliminating cases
with quality that was obviously insufficient.
For practical reasons, the animations were extracted
from the source DVDs with zero to minimal scaling from their
native resolution and compressed as MPEG-4 video files with
the Xvid codec version 1.1.2. A high variable bit-rate was used
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to ensure that no compression artifacts would impact the image
quality. Indeed, close visual examination of the resulting video
files indicated that they did not differ from the source DVD in
any noticeable way. When an animation was longer than three
minutes, a typical excerpt of one to three minutes was selected
according to the subjective judgment of the authors. Great care
was employed to ensure that no ‘artificial cuts’ were introduced
as a consequence of the selection, i.e., shot boundaries as they
appeared in the original animations were left intact. Apart from
the compression, the animations or the chosen excerpts were not
altered in any way. To avoid possible confounding, all animations
were presented without sound.
We noted cinematographic and technical properties for
each of the animations; these were total length in seconds, total
number of shots, total length of tracking shots in seconds, video
file size in kilobytes, and resolution in pixels. Shot boundaries and
tracking shots were judged by the authors by closely examining
scene transitions and taking note of the time codes of their
occurrence and duration. In addition to these absolute values, we
computed the following relative values: average shot length, total
length of the tracking shots as a percentage of the total length of
the animation, and file size in kilobytes per thousand pixels.

individual participant rated one set only. On arrival in the
laboratory, participants were randomly assigned to one of the two
sets, ensuring that each animation was rated by 20 participants.
After introducing the participants to the setup, the experimenter
moved to the adjacent control room where he could observe the
participants through a camera and communicate with them by
intercom. The animations were shown one after the other on a
computer monitor in a controlled setting. After each animation
was presented, participants were asked to rate it immediately
by means of the questionnaire. In addition, the experimenter
conducted a brief semi-structured interview with each participant
after each of the final three animations of the respective sets. On
average, participants completed the session in approximately 50
minutes.

Statistical Analysis
All data was checked for normal distribution. Three of the 20
animations displayed extreme values in their respective number
of shots which exceeded three standard deviations from the mean,
resulting in outlier effects and also skewing the distribution of
participants’ rating data. These animations were excluded from
the analysis, according to standard procedure for dealing with
outliers of this nature. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for
the technical properties after exclusion of the outliers.

Questionnaire
We asked participants to rate the animations on the dimensions
of vividness, salience, diversity, realism, and comprehensibility
by means of a 20-item questionnaire. In the questionnaire, the
dimensions were assigned three items each, apart from realism
which was covered by two items. Also, in addition to these 14
items, six items asked participants to rate the animations on overall
creativity, interestingness, and the quality of the content and
presentation (see Table 1 for an overview). Items were presented
as full sentences to which the participants indicated their level
of agreement by means of Likert scales ranging from 1 (not at
all) to 6 (strongly agree). We arranged the items in random order,
apart from the six overall ratings that the participants completed
at the end of the questionnaire. All participants received the same
version of the questionnaire.

Participants’ ratings of the animations by means of the
questionnaire were grouped and aggregated for each animation
according to their respective dimensions, so that each animation
had six composite values (one for each dimension plus one for
the overall rating). The limited sample size of 17 animations for
20 total items discourages the use of factor analysis to test the
validity of the dimensions. However, the high intercorrelation
of the items for their respective dimensions indicates that their
aggregation through equal weighting is acceptable. Subsequent
reliability analysis of the questionnaire exhibited a Cronbach’s
Alpha between 0.82 and 0.95 for each of the 17 animations,
indicating that participants’ ratings of the animations were in
general highly consistent.
For testing the degree of linear relationship between
the variables (observed and calculated values of the technical
properties and the ratings of the participants), Pearson Moment
Correlations were calculated. An alpha level of 0.05 was used for
all statistical tests.

Design and Procedure
To reduce the length of the experiment, the animations were
randomly divided into two sets of 10 animations each; an
Table 1. Dimensions and their respective items
Vividness

Salience

Diversity

Realism

Comprehensibility

Overall

Lively

Stands out

Varied

Realistic

Comprehensible

Enthralling

Too fast
(negative)

Ordinary
(negative)

Dreary
(negative)

Not truthful
(negative)

Hard to Follow
(negative)

Unimpressive
(negative)

Dynamic

Special

Entertaining

Understand Situation

Interesting
Creative
Technical quality
Content quality

Note: For brevity, only the relevant key words of the items are shown and not the whole statement as presented in the questionnaire. In order to avoid
possible bias, at least one item from each dimension was phrased in the negative sense, as denoted in parentheses. The full questionnaire is
included in the Appendix 1.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of technical properties

Total Length (seconds)

M

SD

Range

120.59

32.58

56 – 191

Number of Shots

10.41

5.71

2 – 22

Total Length of Tracking Shots (seconds)

87.29

33.25

30 – 146

File Size (kilobytes)

49,289

21,071

11,520 – 96,062

Resolution (pixels)

328,568

57,832

180,224 – 230,656

15.40

9.02

5.09 – 32.00

74

25

30 – 100

1.33

.52

.21 – 2.16

Average Shot Length (seconds)
Percentage of Tracking Shots
Size per Kilo Pixels
Note: N = 17 for all variables.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients for technical properties and participants’ ratings
Observed Absolute Values

Computed Relative Values

Dimension

Total
Length

Number of
Shots

Tracking
Shots

File Size

Resolution

Average
Shot Length

Percentage
of Tracking
Shots

Size per Kilo
pixels

Vividness

-.40

.20

-.16

-.16

-.22

-.37

.00

.25

Salience

-.43

.42

-.43

-.20

-.11

-.58*

-.25

-.23

Diversity

-.58*

.13

-.43

-.34

-.15

-.38

-.11

-.34

Realism

.48

-.14

.49*

.31

-.03

.15

.20

-.14

Comprehensibility

.56*

-.31

.37

.30

.09

.42

.05

-.23

Overall Rating

.40

.28

-.37

-.15

-.15

-.53*

-.21

.24

Note: * = p < .05 (two-tailed); N = 17.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients for overall ratings
Enthralling

Unimpressive
(negative)

Interesting

Creative

Technical Quality

Content Quality

-.54*

.54*

-.41

-.50*

-.52*

-.33

ASL

Note: * = p < .05 (two-tailed); N = 17; ASL = Average Shot Length.

more opportunity to process it. On the other hand, the negative
correlation between length and diversity suggests that participants
were more likely to view a longer animation as less diverse or
entertaining. At first glance, this also seems plausible, because
attention spans are likely to be tested as durations progress.
However, previous research on narrative films (Carroll & Bever,
1976; Kraft, 1986; May et al., 2003) and television advertisements
(Larsen & Hergert, 2004) leads us to presume that these apparent
feelings of boredom can be mitigated by employing the appropriate
cinematographic techniques—and verifying this assumption for
the animation domain is a stated goal of this study. So although the
effects of total length on participants’ perception are interesting to
note, it would be wise to view these results with caution.
The results of the average shot length are also telling: the
negative correlation between average shot length and salience
indicate that the shorter the average time between two shots,
the more likely it is for participants to rate the animation as
special and less ordinary. A similar statement can be made for
the overall ratings: the shorter the average shot length, the better
the animation scored on these overall ratings. Because the overall
ratings in particular cover broad and possibly divergent concepts,
a separate analysis on the level of the discrete items can be useful.
Table 4 shows the correlations for the items that comprised the
overall ratings.

Results and Discussion
Correlations
For the observed absolute values, total length was significantly
related to diversity (r = -.58, p < .05) and comprehensibility
ratings (r = .56, p < .05). Apart from the relationship between
total length of the tracking shots and realism (r = .49, p < .05), no
other relationship was statistically significant. For the computed
relative dimensions, only the correlation between average shot
length and salience (r = -.58, p < .05) and the overall ratings (r =
-.53, p < .05) reached statistical significance. Table 3 summarizes
the correlations.

Total Length and Average Shot Length
These results indicate that two factors are key to moderating
participants’ ratings of animations: total length and average
shot length. The positive correlation between total length of the
animation and the comprehensibility dimension means that the
longer the duration of the animation, the more likely it is for
participants to rate it as being easier to follow or understand.
This makes sense if one considers that a longer duration means
more time can be utilized to portray the material, lengthening the
exposure of the viewers to the content and providing them with
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our sample was 74% of total length (see Table 2). At the current
stage, it is hard to draw more specific conclusions without a more
detailed categorization of the tracking shots that were employed
in the animations. Given the complex nature of tracking shots
and camera motion in general, it is conceivable that their total
length alone is not a suitable measure to adequately account for
this phenomenon.

Given these results, it can be said that the shorter the
average shot length of the animation, the more enthralling,
impressive, creative, and more technically accomplished it was
judged to be. In our view, this finding is consistent with the results
of Kraft (1986), who observed that the rate of cutting (and thus
average shot length) in a narrative film sequence had a profound
impact on viewers’ perceptions. Participants in that study rated
action sequences with cutting as more interesting, more active,
stronger, and quicker than sequences with no cuts.
Because average shot length is nothing more than total
length divided by the number of shots, one could expect the two
variables to be related. However, this proved not to be the case:
total length and average shot length show no relationship (r =
-.09, p < .75). (Indeed, considering that the total number of shots
for all animations follows a normal distribution, this result is not
surprising).

Interview
The short interviews that we conducted at the end of the
experiment gave us insight into certain aspects on how the
participants perceived the animations that were not covered by the
questionnaire. Participants often saw in the animations a similarity
to various other forms of media or art. Often participants compared
certain animations to music videos and computer games, although
the animations in question were neither related to the former or
the latter. It stands without question that computer games are
becoming more and more sophisticated in their presentation and
level of technical accomplishment and their broad acceptance as
a form of entertainment is reflected in our sample, where almost
everyone indicated that they played computer games at least on a
casual basis.

Tracking Shots
The significant relationship between total length of tracking shots
and realism is harder to interpret, since taken at face value it would
suggest that these shots lend themselves well to building a sense
of realism for the viewer. In films, tracking shots can be used for
dramatic effect or to provide special emphasis to a scene. When
employed in an unobtrusive manner, they can aid the viewer in
comprehending the locus of the action. Camera displacements can
be executed in several ways and at differing velocities, and can
be combined with rotations in a single continuous sequence as
the needs of the specific situation dictate (Bordwell & Thompson,
2004). Because of this flexibility in employment and the varying
resulting effects on the viewer, a detailed analysis of the included
tracking shots is difficult.
For our sample of animations, it is important to note that
the correlation between total length of tracking shots and total
length of the animation nearly approaches significance (r = .46,
p = .064); this relationship is echoed by the almost significant
relationship between total length and realism (r = .48, p =
.052). Considering that the possibly more meaningful relative
measure of the percentage of tracking shots in the animation (as
opposed to their absolute total length) did not show a significant
relationship with the realism dimension (r = .20, p < .50), it is
likely that this initial correlation of total tracking shot length
and realism is merely a byproduct of the correlation between
total tracking shot length and total length of the animation. In
other words, the longer the animation, the more realistic it was
perceived, while simultaneously containing more tracking shots.
It seems that architectural animations by their very nature make
more extensive use of tracking shots than is usual in traditional
films, as real world constraints for camera displacement do not
apply to the virtual environment. Alvarado and Isorna’s (2004)
comparison of film and animation sources supports this assertion,
where the authors found that over half of the shots used in the
animations they analyzed featured camera displacement or
motion (and acknowledged that it is not unusual for this figure
to be much larger), although this occurred in only one fifth of the
film shots. Indeed, the average total length of tracking shots in
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Further Procedure
Experiment 1 could establish two factors as exerting the
most influence on participants’ ratings of computer generated
architectural animations: total length and average shot length.
While it is interesting to note that total length seemed to greatly
influence viewers’ evaluations, as previously stated, caution is
advised in interpreting this outcome. It is conceivable that duration
has a moderating effect on the effects of the other cinematographic
properties and that their influence on the dimensions was
diminished as a result. Experiment 2 aimed to further investigate
this phenomenon with an expanded set of stimuli. Moreover,
the practical value of total length as a standalone variable is
questionable. In practice, a designer is likely to be constrained by
the maximum length of an animation (as imposed by the needs
of the project or the client) but is allowed more liberty in how
she makes use of this time. In this context, we deem average shot
length to be of more practical relevance than total length in that it
is more amenable to active manipulation by the designer.
Hence, for Experiment 2, we shifted our attention to
average shot length as the primary determining cinematographic
technique. Based on the results of Experiment 1, we hypothesize
that there is a significant correlation between the average shot
length of an animation and how salient it will be judged.
Specifically, we expect animations with shorter average
shot lengths to result in more favorable evaluations of these
animations. Also, the results hint at the possibility that the
length of tracking shots influences viewers’ perceived sense of
realism. Experiment 2 attempted to verify these assumptions
by systematically ordering animations according to average
shot length and testing the degree of linear relationship
with viewers’ ratings, while also taking the remaining
cinematographic properties into account.
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Experiment 2

order with the two overall ratings at the end of the questionnaire.
All participants received the same version of the questionnaire.

Method
Participants

Design and Procedure

Forty psychology students at the University of Basel participated
in the experiment. Twenty-eight were undergraduates, and 12
were graduate students. The sample consisted of 23 females (M
= 23.9 years, SD = 4.34; range = 20-31) and 17 males (M = 26.2
years, SD = 5.91; range = 20-40). None of the participants had
taken part in Experiment 1. Participants received course credit for
their participation.

We ordered the animations according to their respective average
shot lengths into three groups of ten animations each: short,
medium, and long. We generated 40 sets that each comprised 15
animations; an individual participant rated one set only. For the
first 20 sets, five random animations were picked from each of the
three groups and arranged in a separate random order for each set.
The next 20 sets were built in the same fashion but comprised of
exactly those animations that were not included in the previous
20 sets. On arrival in the laboratory, we randomly assigned
participants to one of the 40 sets, so that each animation was
rated by 20 participants. As in Experiment 1, the animations were
shown one after the other on a computer monitor in a controlled
setting. The experimenter sat in the adjacent control room for the
length of the experiment where he could observe the participants
through a camera and communicate with them by intercom. After
each animation was presented, participants were asked to rate
it immediately by means of the new questionnaire. On average,
participants completed the session in approximately 50 minutes.

Stimuli
Thirty computer generated architectural animations were chosen
as stimuli; 15 of these animations were taken from the ones that
we presented in Experiment 1. In addition, we selected 15 new
animations that were not used in the previous experiment. Included
in this new set were stimuli that were also used in a parallel study
where the focus was on so-called sequence shots. Sequence shots
are uninterrupted long takes that often involve sophisticated
camera movement. By employing single continuous sequence
shots, these respective animations were tokens of a technique
that has found particularly heavy use in architectural animations.
Five of the 15 new animations were not taken from the Animago
DVDs (Digital Production GmbH, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2006) but
were obtained from other sources, in part from the respective
architects or animators themselves. These animations were
natively encoded in either the Windows Media Video or MPEG-1
Video format and bore similar resolutions and sharpness as the
other animations. On a technical level, their visual quality was
comparable to the animations that were taken from the DVDs.
The Animago animations were extracted from the DVDs in the
same fashion as in the previous experiment. Although the main
focus of our attention was on average shot length, we included
other cinematographic aspects in our analysis, namely: total
length, number of shots, total length of tracking shots, and length
of tracking shots as a percentage of the total length. We decided
to exclude the resolution and file size of the animations, as these
basic technical attributes showed little promise from Experiment
1.

Statistical Analysis
All data was checked for normal distribution. Four of the 30
animations displayed an average shot length that exceeded three
standard deviations from the mean, the reason being that these
animations were respectively comprised of a single continuous
sequence shot, with no cuts within them. As previously mentioned,
they were included in the present study for reasons of consistency
with a parallel experiment that deals with sequence shots in a
more exhaustive manner. Due to the extreme nature of these four
animations—one single continuous sequence shot comprised the
entire presentation, effectively forcing parity between average shot
length and total length—standard statistical procedure discourages
their inclusion. For this reason, they were not considered for the
analysis. (In fact, based on the significance of the sequence shot
in narrative films as an advanced, cinematographic technique
usually employed for dramatic effect, one could argue that this
difference constitutes a fundamental, qualitative disparity with the
other animations). Table 5 summarizes the technical properties of
the remaining 26 animations, ordered according to group.
For testing the degree of linear relationship between the
variables, Pearson Moment Correlations were calculated. An
alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests.

Questionnaire
To reduce the length of the experiment, we decided to use a
shorter version of the questionnaire we used in Experiment 1.
We conducted an item analysis of the original questionnaire and
although consistency was high (with Cronbach’s Alpha ranging
from 0.82 to 0.95), we excluded the items that showed the lowest
discriminatory power. The resulting new questionnaire comprised
a total of 11 items which mapped to the dimensions in the
following manner: salience was covered by three items,
vividness and comprehensibility each by two items, and
diversity and realism each by one item. In addition, two items
asked participants for their overall ratings of creativity and
interestingness. Again, the first nine items were put in random
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Factor Analysis
To test the validity of our proposed dimensions, we conducted an
exploratory factor analysis with the aim of reconstructing the five
dimensions. The overall ratings were excluded from the analysis,
as they were conceptually distinct from the other items. Contrary
to our initial expectations, the principal component analysis with
varimax rotation for the remaining nine items showed a clear twofactor solution.
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics of cinematic properties ordered by group

M
Group 1: Short
(N = 10)

Group 2: Medium
(N = 10)

Group 3: Long
(N = 6)

All Animations
(N = 26)

Average Shot
Length (seconds)

Total Length
(seconds)

Number of
Shots

Total Length of
Tracking Shots
(seconds)

Percentage of
Tracking Shots

7.61

132.30

18.80

100.30

74.70

SD

2.28

38.27

7.74

40.28

20.43

Range

4.29 – 11.24

56 – 191

7 – 35

30 – 171

38 – 98

M

14.15

98.30

7.00

71.30

76.30

SD

2.49

32.60

2.31

22.25

22.60

Range

11.33 – 18.63

50 – 150

4 – 12

37 – 99

38 – 100

M

30.45

126.17

4.50

83.17

65.17

SD

9.93

40.60

1.64

60.97

39.49

Range

18.71 – 46.75

64 – 187

2–7

7 – 180

5 – 100

M

15.40

117.81

10.96

85.19

73.12

SD

10.15

38.63

8.06

40.93

25.82

Range

4.29 – 46.75

50 – 191

2 – 35

7 – 180

5 – 100

vividness, and diversity) are rightly described as “positives” to
the negatively framed boredom dimension, and that the second
factor (realism and comprehensibility) constitutes an equivalent
opposite to the confusion factor. This is an elegant explanation
to these results and meshes well with the theoretical background.
With this in mind, we prefer, however, not to refer to the constructs
as boredom and confusion factors, as we feel that the descriptive
precision of our original components is lost to these titles. Instead,
we will keep the original comprehensive titles of the two factors.

Table 6. Factor loadings of the items
Item

Factor 1

Factor 2

.97

-.14

Special (S)

.95

-.22

Ordinary (S)

-.91

.27

Lively (V)

.96

-.16

Dynamic (V)

.96

-.17

Varied (D)

.97

-.08

Realistic (R)

-.23

.96

Comprehensible (C)

-.18

.96

Understand Situation (C)

-.11

.98

Stands out (S)

Results and Discussion
Correlations

Note: Varimax Rotation with Kaiser Normalization was utilized. S= Salience;
V= Vividness; D= Diversity; R= Realism; C = Comprehensibility.

For calculating the correlations, we took the two factor values and
tested their relationship with average shot length. In addition, we
tested the relationship with total length, the number of shots, as
well as the total length and percentage of tracking shots. Table 7
summarizes the correlations.

As Table 6 illustrates, the items for salience, vividness, and
diversity all showed exceedingly high loadings on the first factor,
with negligible loadings on the second factor. This suggests that
the dimensions salience, vividness, and diversity are closely
linked and can be subsumed under a comprehensive single factor.
The converse was the case for the realism and comprehensibility
items, which showed comparably high loadings on the second
factor. Accordingly, the second factor reflects a strong association
between the realism and comprehensibility aspects of an
animation. The salience-vividness-diversity factor exhibited an
Eigenvalue of 5.54 and accounted for 61.51% of the variance. The
realism-comprehensibility factor displayed an Eigenvalue of 2.98
and accounted for 33.14% of the variance. Thus, the two factors
cumulatively accounted for an astounding 94.65% of the total
variance. Given the high loadings on the respective constructs,
the lack of substantial cross-construct loadings and the strength of
the explanatory power in regards to total variance, the two-factor
solution appears to be sound.
This two-factor solution is, in fact, reminiscent of the
two dimensions of boredom and confusion used by Larsen et al.
(2004) in their analysis of television advertisement montage. It
could be argued that the components of our first factor (salience,
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Average Shot Length
These results confirm our hypothesis: average shot length is
significantly related to the salience-vividness-diversity factor (r
= -.63, p < .01). The negative correlation means that the shorter
the average shot length of the animation, the more noteworthy,
lively, and diverse of an impression it made on participants.
Thus, the previous relationship between average shot length and
salience from Experiment 1 could be reproduced. In addition, due
to the integral nature of the vividness and diversity dimensions
as constituents of the composite factor, a significant relationship
with these latter concepts can be established. In a comparable
manner, average shot length was also significantly related to the
overall creativity (r = -.61, p < .01) and interestingness (r = -.64,
p < .01) ratings—this means that the shorter the average shot
length, the higher the participants judged these animations on the
creativity and interestingness scales. This is consistent with the
results from Experiment 1, where we found a similar correlation
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Table 7. Correlation coefficients for technical properties and participants’ ratings
Average Shot Length

Total Length

Number of Shots

Tracking Shots

Percentage of
Tracking Shots

-.63**

-.22

.54**

-.10

.01

-.06

.07

-.09

.11

.07

Interesting

-.64**

-.24

.51**

-.13

.01

Creative

-.61**

-.22

.55**

-.18

-.07

Factor 1 (SVD)
Factor 2 (RC)

Note: ** = p < .01 (two-tailed); N= 26 for all variables; SVD= Salience-Vividness-Diversity, RC= Realism-Comprehensibility.

animations. To gain a better understanding of why this is the case,
it is of interest to examine shot length as a function of the broader
rhythmic qualities of film. The issue of rhythm in cinema is
enormously complex and therefore poorly understood (Bordwell
& Thompson, 2004; Monaco, 2000). Although attempts have
been made to formalize pace or tempo in film mathematically by
describing the metric properties of the shots in relation to each
other as found in narrative films (Adam, Dorai, & Venkatesh,
2000a, 2000b, 2002), there is no comprehensive theory that offers
prescriptive advice. Nevertheless, it is clear that editing or montage
of shots is one way for filmmakers to control the rhythmic qualities
of their film. As Adam et al. (2002) put it, “essentially, the director
controls the speed at which a viewer’s attention is directed and thus
impacts on her appreciation of the tempo of a piece of video” (p.
474). Faster editing in this context means more cuts are employed
in a given timeframe, automatically leading to a shorter average
shot length. Just how changes in shot rate are to be interpreted
is, however, a far from trivial matter. Adam et al. illustrate this
by pointing out that film grammar does not codify content: “For
example, a rising shot rate does not equate to a car chase. What it
does indicate, in this case, is that the director is doing something;
raising the pace, heightening demands on the audience, and this
for a purpose” (p. 480). This example highlights the difficulty of
establishing a link between apparent cinematographic principles
and their exact function in mediating the intentions of the director,
as content alone offers little in the way of clues. For our own
study, the situation is exacerbated by the tradeoffs that have to be
made when looking for an objective, quantifiable measure to link
cinematographic principles in comparatively abstract animations
to effects on viewers. Although notation of average shot length
in seconds produces a concrete number, which enables instant
comparability, the pure average is an aggregated measure whose
informational value in the general context of tempo is limited. It is
impossible to glean comprehensive rhythmic information without
a full cataloging of each and every shot in a film or animation and
the accompanying notations of their relative positions. The time
and effort needed to actually perform this manually every single
time would be punitive. The computational model for automatically
extracting shots and the pace function shows promise but is still in
its beginning stages. Further research could examine the viability
of this model for use in architectural animations.

between average shot length and creativity. Although we observed
a considerable correlation between average shot length and
interestingness in Experiment 1, it failed to reach significance (r =
-.41, p > .10). The newly observed significant correlation could be
due to the expanded set of stimuli where the attributes in question
were better represented.

Other Technical Properties
The significant relationship between total length and salience and
comprehensibility from Experiment 1 could not be reproduced.
There was neither a correlation between total length and the
salience-vividness-diversity factor (r = -.22, p > .25) nor with the
realism-comprehensibility factor (r = .07, p < .75). Because total
length approximated a normal distribution in both experiments,
it seems improbable that the cause of this new finding can be
accredited to statistical artifacts. Hence, the new result casts
further doubt on the validity of our original finding. The highly
significant correlation between total number of shots and the
salience-vividness-diversity factor and the two overall ratings, on
the other hand, mirrors the above mentioned strong relationship
of average shot length with these variables. Since total shot length
and average shot length are conceptually and statistically related
(r = -.64, p < .001), this result does not come as a surprise. From
a practical perspective, the relevance of absolute total number of
shots as a characteristic is, however, rather limited. Only when
put into context with overall length do we arrive at the relative
measure of average shot length which is vastly more meaningful.
In a similar vein, it is interesting to note that neither total length
nor percentage of tracking shots revealed a relationship with
the factors or the overall ratings. Again, this leads us to further
question the validity of our original finding from Experiment 1.
However, as previously noted, our measure of total tracking shot
length may not adequately account for the underlying factors
at work. For example, this simple measure fails to account for
velocity of camera motion, which is considerably more difficult
to reliably assess, but which, in the end, could prove to be the
far more interesting property. Further research in this area should
address this issue.

General Discussion
Average Shot Length as a Function of Pace

Average Shot Length in Cinema Films

In our study we could establish average shot length as a determining
cinematographic characteristic of architectural animations in
that it had a significant effect on viewers’ evaluations of these
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Nevertheless, having discussed the ramifications of contextualizing shot rate into a more general pace function, the value of average
shot length as a discrete measure is not to be underestimated.
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Figure 1. Average shot length of films in seconds from 1903-2006, arranged by year.
The total number of films included is over 700, while the number for each specific year varies.

transfer of craft knowledge from film to animation is required is a
promising and welcome development.

Changes and trends regarding average shot lengths of films
have been well documented throughout the history of cinema.
Bordwell and Thompson (2004) note that advances in editing and
gradual shifts in montage styles in the past decades have led to an
overall reduction of average shot rate in films. This trend is clearly
visible in Figure 1. The chart details the average shot lengths of
over 700 films from the year 1903 to 2006. The numbers were
gained from the Cinemetrics Database (Tsivian, n.d.), an internet
resource where film scholars and interested members of the public
can submit the results of their own analyses of the average shot
lengths of films.
Although the earliest films exhibit average shot lengths in
excess of 35 seconds, this rate rapidly decreases in the following
decades. With the arrival of sound in the cinema and constant rapid
advances in film technology, the years between 1920 and 1950
were a period of great experimentation for the medium and are
marked by shifting preferences in shot rate. However, filmmakers
started to gradually prefer using longer shots after 1950. The
causes for this change are varied and not fully understood
(Bordwell & Thompson, 2004). Since then, the pace of cutting
has been increased once more, with average shot rates in films
approaching the 2 second mark in recent years. In contrast, the
average shot length of the 26 animations in our test sample was
15.4 seconds (see Table 5). Needless to say, the difference here
is dramatic. While exceptional cases do and always will exist,
generally speaking, such a high value has not been seen in the
film world since the mid-1980s.
Why architectural animations seem to favor such long shot
lengths is unclear, but it is tempting to conclude that designers
who lack the craft knowledge of filmmakers are simply behind
the times. While this claim in and of itself may be too simplistic
of a conclusion, authors who bemoan the paucity of architectural
animations in regards to cinematographic aspects other than shot
rate (Alvarado et al., 2005; Alvarado & Isorna, 2004) also hint
at this direction. Although this assertion may be disheartening,
the growing recognition among designers and architects that a
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Limitations and Future Research
The main focus of this study was on examining how
cinematographic techniques influenced viewers’ subjective
judgments of architectural animations. As it stands, our study
is exploratory in nature in that we chose to examine relevant
cinematographic techniques of interest as they are employed in
existing animations. One major advantage of this approach is that
our subsequent findings are grounded in real world scenarios. But
because our selection of stimuli is necessarily a sample of the
available material, at this stage we are unable to determine absolute
values on acceptable lower and upper boundaries for average shot
length. Although our findings suggest that, generally speaking,
shorter average shot length caused viewers to rate animations
more favorably, it is obvious that a certain minimum length for
shots exists before comprehensibility is compromised. One of
the animations that was included in our initial sample but had to
be excluded from the analysis for statistical reasons exhibited an
average shot rate of 0.8 seconds. Participants rated this animation
as confusing and hard to follow. This is clearly an extreme
example and hints at a lower limit for shot length that should not
be crossed. The next logical step for a future study would be a
true experimental design with animations that are tailor made for
experimental purposes and that feature, for instance, variable shot
rates, different framing of shots, controlled use of tracking shots
with varying degrees of camera motion and velocities, and so on.
Such an experimental setup would enable one to precisely test
the effects of these properties on viewers’ judgment. A further
issue that could not be addressed is the usage of sound. In this
study, sound for all animations was muted in order to reduce the
possible confounding effects of non-visual animation properties.
It seems probable that sounds in the form of accompanying music,
sound effects, or even spoken guidance and explanations, will
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Animation questionnaire (translated version)
We would like to know what kind of impression the animation you just saw made on you. Please indicate how strongly you agree
with the following statements. The scale ranges from  “do not agree at all” to  “strongly agree.”

not agree at all

mostly not agree

rather not agree

rather agree

mostly agree

strongly agree

There are no “true” or “false” answers. We are only interested in your personal opinion.

1. I think the animation was lively.













2. The animation was realistic.













3. The presentation was too fast.













4. The animation stood out.













5. The presented objects were comprehensible.













6. The animation was dynamic.













7. The animation was entertaining.













8. It was hard to follow the animation to get an understanding of the
represented objects.













9. The animation was dreary.













10. The animation was ordinary, like lots of other animations.













11. I had the impression that the animation was not entirely truthful.













12. It was easy to understand the presented situation.













13. The animation was varied.













14. The animation was something special.













15. The animation did not impress me.













16. The animation was enthralling.
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Appendix 1. Animation questionnaire (translated version) (continued)
17. Please rate how interesting the animation was to you in
general.

18. Please rate how creative the animation was to you in general.
 very uninspired
 mostly uninspired
 rather uninspired
 rather creative
 mostly creative
 very creative

 very uninteresting
 mostly uninteresting
 rather uninteresting
 rather interesting
 mostly interesting
 very interesting
19. How do you rate the technical quality of the animation?

20. How do you rate the quality of the content in the animation?
 very bad
 bad
 rather bad
 rather good
 good
 very good

 very bad
 bad
 rather bad
 rather good
 good
 very good

Appendix 2. Sample animations representative for those used in this study. All animations presented here can be accessed with
the hyperlinks on Youtube.com.
Animation Screenshot

Title and Link

Fehrbelliner
(This Animation was not used in the study, but is representative of the
material used in this study.)

Neuer Bahnhofplatz Bern 2008, Part I
(This Animation was used in the study.)

Virtual Walkthrough
(This Animation was not used in the study, but is representative of the
material used in this study.)

3D Max Interior
(This Animation was not used in the study, but is representative of the
material used in this study.)

Mise en Scene – Office Culture
Animation by Medea Willimann
(This Animation was not used in the study, but is representative of the
material used in this study.)
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